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Two important notions of integrability for discrete mappings, algebraic integrability
and singularity confinement, have been used for discrete mappings. Algebraic in-
tegrability is related to the existence of sufficiently many conserved quantities and
singularity confinement is associated with the local analysis of singularities. In this
article, the relationship between these two notions is explored for birational autono-
mous mappings. The main result of this article is that algebraically integrable
mappings are shown to have the singularity confinement property. Using this result,
the proof of the nonexistence of algebraic conserved quantities for a class of dis-
crete systems is given. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1640797#

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the first notions of integrability was introduced by Liouville in the 19th century for
Hamiltonian systems in classical mechanics. This type of integrability is based on quantities
whose values do not change in time, the so-calledconstants of the motionor first integrals. For
instance, in many mechanical systems the total energy and the linear and angular momenta are
conserved through the dynamics and are examples of such constants. Liouville’s fundamental
contribution was to prove that if a given Hamiltonian systems admits enough first integrals, it can
be solved explicitly by quadratures. More precisely, a 2n-dimensional Hamiltonian system is said
to beLiouville-integrableif it admits n functionally independent first integrals in involution~that
is their Poisson brackets commute! and such systems can be integrated by quadrature and enjoy a
particularly simple topology~the flow lives on products of tori and cylinders!. For systems ofn
first-order ordinary differential equations~ODEs! algebraic integrability is defined as the exis-
tence (n21) functionally independent first integrals that are algebraic functions of the dependent
variables. The existence of such first integrals is important for integrability as they can be used to
reduce the dimensionality of the system.

In the particular case of Hamiltonian systems with more than one degree of freedom, algebraic
integrability corresponds to the notion of superintegrability~see Refs. 6, 7, and 16 and references
therein!. For a 2n-dimensional Hamiltonian system withn.1, the 2n21 first integrals needed for
the property of algebraic integrability are more than then ones needed for complete Liouville–
Arnold integrability.

A different notion of integrability was introduced by Painleve´ in the beginning of the 20th
century.8,25Although Painleve´’s goal was not to define a notion of integrability but rather to build
new functions, his property is today widely used for the detection of integrable systems. An ODE
is said to possess thePainlevéproperty1,9,21 if its general solution is single-valued in its maximal
domain of analytic continuation. The restrictions the Painleve´ property impose on the solutions are
so strong that an ODE exhibiting it may be considered for all practical purposes integrable. Many
formal links between the Painleve´ property and other notions of integrability have been estab-
lished~see, for example, Refs. 9 and 10!. Despite the fact that there is no general algorithmic way
to obtain sufficient conditions for a given ODE to have the Painleve´ property, necessary conditions
can be derived. The algorithmic procedure to obtain such conditions is known as thePainlevétest
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or singularity analysisand is based on a local analysis of the solutions around movable isolated
singularities.

The notions of algebraic integrability and singularity analysis of the solutions can be extended
to finite difference equations. One of the most effective ways to perform singularity analysis in
this context is given bysingularity confinement5,10–15,17,27–29which, like the Painleve´ test for
ODEs, imposes conditions on the singularities of the solutions. Although there exist many striking
particular examples which indicate that singularity confinement is closely related to other notions
of integrability, there is no clear-cut result which establishes this relationship in a formal and
general framework. This article explores the relationship between the notion of algebraic integra-
bility and the property of singularity confinement in discrete mappings.

In the case of systems of ODEs, Yoshida9,32,33proved that the degree of a rational first integral
is closely related to some exponents that can be obtained through the application of the Painleve´
test. In this article, we establish an equivalent result for discrete systems by showing that singu-
larity confinement analysis provides necessary conditions for the existence of an algebraic first
integral. Moreover, a lower bound on the degree of rational first integrals can be obtained.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we define the notion of singularity
and singularity confinement for birational autonomous discrete dynamical systems. In Sec. III, we
study the local consequences of the existence of an algebraic first integral on the confinement of
the singularities in the two-dimensional case. In Sec. IV, we extend the results of Sec. III to
arbitrary dimensions. Applications are discussed in Sec. V.

II. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

In this section we introduce and illustrate the notion of singularity confinement by considering
a particular class of two-dimensional autonomous dynamical systems. These examples are used to
motivate a formal definition valid in arbitrary dimensions.

Throughout the article the following notation will be used: Ifg is an analytic function fromCp

to Cr , thenDg(x) is its Jacobianmatrix evaluated atxPCp. Whenp5r , theJacobianis denoted
by det(Dg(x)). If f is a complex-valued rational function onCp, then num(f ) and den(f ) re-
spectively denote the numerator and denominator off .

A. Simple examples

The basic idea of singularity confinement is to consider the properties of solutions close to
some singularities. To illustrate this concept, consider the class of two-dimensional complex
dynamical systems of the form

S xn11

yn11
D5f~xn ,yn!5S g~xn ,yn!

xn
D , ~2.1!

whereg is a complex-valued rational function onC2,

g~x,y!5
p~x,y!

q~x,y!
,

andp, q are relatively prime polynomials. Two types of singularities can be distinguished for such
systems. The singularities offirst typeare the roots ofq in C2, that is, the values (x,y) at which
the vector fieldf(x,y) in ~2.1! has a singularity. The singularities ofsecond typeare the points
where the Jacobian off is zero~this type of singularity was first considered in Ref. 12!. As an
example, consider the following discrete dynamical system:

S xn11

yn11
D5f~xn ,yn!5S 2xn2yn1a1

b

xn

xn

D , ~2.2!
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wherea andb are complex numbers. The analysis is performed for generic values of the param-
etersa and b. Clearly the right-hand-side of~2.2! presents a singularity ifxn50. To study this
singularity we study the behavior of nearby solutions by introducing a small complex perturbation
e, with ueu.0. We then sety0 to be any complex number andx05e. The iteratesxp andyp are
then determined for any positive nonzero integerp by the discrete dynamical system~2.2!. After
one iteration, we have

x15
b

e
1a2y01O~e!. ~2.3!

In the limit e→0, ux1u→` and, using~2.2! again,

x252
b

e
1y01O~e!, ~2.4!

x352e1O~e2!. ~2.5!

The limit e→0 of the next iteratex4 is well defined and given byy0 . Despite the fact that the
function f defined by~2.2! is not well defined on any point ofC2 of the form (0,y), the limit
(x,y)→(0,y) of f4(x,y) exists and is given by

lim
(x,y)→(0,y)

f4~x,y!5S y
0D . ~2.6!

Moreover, since the value of the limit~2.6! depends ony, the same limit applied on the Jacobian
of f4 is nonzero. The singularity is thus ‘‘confined’’ between the iterates 0 and 4 and does not
propagate further. This property of confinement is very particular and we show in this article that
it is closely related to the existence of a first integral for the system. A first integral for a discrete
dynamical system of the form~2.1! is defined to be an analytic nonconstant complex-valued
function I defined almost everywhere onC2 which is preserved byf, that is

I ~ f~x!!5I ~x!, ~2.7!

for everyxPC2 for which ~2.7! makes sense. It is important to note that iff is not defined at a
point x* whereI is well-defined, then the value ofI at x* is still preserved underf in the limit
sense, i.e.,

lim
x→x*

I ~ f~x!!5I ~x* !. ~2.8!

This is a consequence of the fact thatf andI are continuous and defined almost everywhere inC2.
In the particular case of system~2.2!, one can check that the following polynomial,

I ~x,y!5xy~x1y2a!2b~x1y!, ~2.9!

is a first integral. Moreover, following~2.8!, the first integralI is preserved in the limit sense
through the iterations of the singularity of~2.2!. That is,

2by5I ~0,y!5 lim
(x,y)→(0,y)

I ~ f i~x,y!!, i 51,2,3,4. ~2.10!

Note that most integrable systems studied in this article are particular cases of the so-called
QRT-family of mappings.15,26
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The confinement property for the solutions of~2.1! does not hold in general. Although there is
no formal result establishing how rare this confinement property might be, the fact that it does not
hold for most systems of the form~2.1! has been well established in the literature.11,13,14,27–29

The following system is an example where singularities are not confined:

S xn11

yn11
D5f~xn ,yn!5S 2xn2yn1a1

b

xn
3

xn

D . ~2.11!

Consider the singularity (x* ,y* )5(0,y) and, as before, introducex05e andy0PC nonvanishing.
The next iterates arex15b/e31(a2y0)2e, x252b/e31y01O(e5), andx35e1O(e5). Fur-
ther, we find that, unlike the previous example, the appropriate cancellations allowing for confine-
ment do not occur and the next iterates are also diverging ate50, x452b/e31(a2y0)2e
1O(e5), andx5522b/e31y01O(e5). In general, the sequence of limitse→0 of the uxpu for
p.0 repeats the formal triplet~`, `, 0! indefinitely. This assertion is proven by induction based
on the equality

f3S 2nb/e31y01O~e5!

nb/e31~a2y0!2e1O~e5! D5S 2~n11!b/e31y01O~e5!

~n11!b/e31~a2y0!2e1O~e5! D ~2.12!

for any positive integern. Therefore, the singularity is not confined. It is generally believed that
systems which lack the confinement property will not be integrable. However, there is no definite
result attached to this belief. We prove in the next sections that the analysis of the dynamics near
the singularities can be used to conclude that~2.11! does not admit an algebraic first integral.

The following example illustrates the occurrence of the second type of singularity. Consider

S xn11

yn11
D5f~xn ,yn!5S xn21

yn
12xn

xn

D . ~2.13!

At first sight, the point (xn,0) seems to be the only singularity. However, the Jacobian off in
~2.13! vanishes wheneverxn51. If x051 andy0Þ0, the next iterate as determined by~2.13! is
given byx152. We then havex255, x3512. It is not difficult to see thatxi grows with respect to
i , and that all iterates of (1,y0) under~2.13! with y0Þ0 are independent ofy0. The singularity
here only appears in the inverse of the Jacobian matrix and is not confined.

In the light of the previous examples, we can define the confinement property for singularities
of discrete dynamical systems of the form~2.1!. A general definition will be given in the next
section. Asingularity of the dynamical system~2.1! is defined to be any point (x* ,y* ) in C2 at
which the right-hand-side of~2.1! is undefined or at which the Jacobian off is zero. A singularity
(x* ,y* ) is said to beconfinedif there exists a positive integerN such that both limits

lim
(x,y)→(x* ,y* )

fN~x,y!, lim
(x,y)→(x* ,y* )

det~DfN~x,y!! ~2.14!

exist and the second limit is nonzero. The smallest numberN having this property is referred to as
the confinement number, that is the number of steps necessary for confinement.

The next example illustrates the case when a singularity of the second type is confined,

S xn11

yn11
D5f~xn ,yn!5S ~xn21/a!~xn2a!

yn~xn2b!~xn21/b!

xn

D , ~2.15!
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wherea andb are two nonzero distinct complex numbers which are also both distinct from 1/a
and 1/b. The right-hand-side~RHS! of ~2.15! presents a singularity of the second type ifxn5a
because the Jacobian off vanishes. Ifx05a andy0Þ0, the next iterate as determined by~2.15!
will be x150; thenx251/a andx3 takes an indeterminate form 0/0. Again, we introduce a small
complex perturbatione, ueu.0, then setx05e to find that whene→0,

x3→y01a2
1

a
, ~2.16!

and we conclude that the singularity is confined. The dynamical system~2.15! has singularity of
the first type ifxn5b. Applying the same procedure as before with a perturbatione, one finds that
the limit e→0 of ux1u, x2 andx3 gives, respectively,̀ , 1/b andby0 /(b1y0(12b2)). Thus, any
singularity of the form (b,y0) with y0Þb/(b221) is confined in three steps. System~2.15! admits
the following rational first integral:

I ~x,y!5S b1
1

bD ~x1y!1S a1
1

aD S 1

x
1

1

yD2
~11x2!~11y2!

xy
. ~2.17!

The following example shows that the existence of a first integral does not imply that all
singularities are confined. The system

S xn11

yn11
D5f~xn ,yn!5S xn

2/yn

xn
D ~2.18!

has the following first integral:

I ~x,y!5
x y

x21y2 . ~2.19!

The RHS of~2.18! has a pole of order 1 at any point ofC2 of the form (x,0) with xÞ0. As before,
if we study this singularity by perturbation we conclude that there is no confinement since the
Laurent expansions of the iterations of (x,e) under the discrete system~2.18! arounde50 are all
divergent. Although this singularity is not confined, one notices that any point of the form (x,0)
with xÞ0 does not have a unique preimage under~2.18!. Indeed, the expression definingf21

given by

f21~x,y!5S y
y2/xD ~2.20!

has a singularity of second type at (x,0) and all the points of this form are mapped to~0,0! under
f21. This example shows that if one wishes to establish a relationship between singularity con-
finement and first integrals, particular care should be given in distinguishing different singularities.

B. Preliminaries

The notion of singularity confinement will now be defined in a more general setting. We
considerp-dimensional autonomous discrete dynamical systems described by birational mappings
on Cp. A birational mappingon Cp is a Cp-valued rational function which is one-to-one almost
everywhere inCp and whose inverse, where it exists, is also represented by a rational function. The
corresponding discrete dynamical systems are written

xn115f~xn!, xnPCp, nPZ, ~2.21!

where f is a birational mapping onCp with no explicit dependence onn. The i th iterate of x0

PCp under~2.21! is said toexist if the following limit,
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lim
x→x0

f i~x!, ~2.22!

exists. Thei th iterate is then defined to be that limit and is denotedFi(x0).
Definition: A singularity of type I for the discrete dynamical systemxn115f(xn) is a point

x* PCp at whichf is not defined. The set of singularity of type I associated with the mappingf in
Cp is denoted SI(f).

Definition: A singularity of type II for the discrete dynamical systemxn115f(xn) is a point
x* PCp such thatdet(Df(x* ))50. The set of singularity of type II inCp is denoted SII (f).

In the particular case of birational mappings, we have

SI~ f!5$x* PCpuden~ f i !~x* !50, for some i P$1,2,. . . ,p%%, ~2.23!

SII ~ f!5$x* PCpudet~Df~x* !!50%. ~2.24!

We call the setsSI(f) and SII (f) the singular sets of first and second type, respectively. The
singular set S(f) is defined as the union of both sets:

S~ f!5SI~ f!øSII ~ f!. ~2.25!

For both types of singularity we can define the property of confinement.
Definition: Let x* PCp be a singularity of type I or II for the systemxn115f(xn). The

singularity is said to beconfined if, for some icPN.0, the iterate Fi c(x* ) exists and
limx→x* det(Df i c(x))Þ0.

The lowest suchi c is referred to as theconfinement numberthat is the number of steps
necessary for confinement. From now on, we assume thatf is a birational mapping. The following
lemma proves to be useful.

Lemma 2.1: The image of SII (f) under the mappingf lies inside an algebraic variety of
codimension 2.

That is, the birational mappingf is one-to-one only on the subset ofCp defined by

Of[Cp\S~ f!. ~2.26!

As a consequence, the functionf restricted toOf defines a rational diffeomorphism

f:Of→Of8[f~Of!, ~2.27!

whose inverse is also a rational function.
Proof: Assume thatSII (f)ÞB. Let x0PSII (f) and letx15f(x0). From the inverse function

theorem, it follows that

lim
x→x1

idet~D f21~x!!i5`. ~2.28!

Thus, for somei ’s in $1,2,. . . ,p%, the denominator of (f21) i evaluated atx1 is zero. Denote those
i by i k , k51,2,. . . ,r . We now prove that at least for onei k , num((f21) i k

) also vanishes atx1 .
By contradiction, suppose that none of these numerators vanishes atx1 . Thus

lim
x→x1

i f21~x!i5`. ~2.29!

On the other hand, we have

lim
x→x0

i f21~ f~x!!i5x0 , ~2.30!

which contradicts Eq.~2.29!. Thus,x1 must be in one of the following sets:
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Ai5$xPCpunum~~ f21! i !~x!5den~~ f21! i !~x!50%, i P$1,2,. . . ,p%. ~2.31!

This concludes the proof since each setAi is defined as the intersection of the zero level sets of
two relatively prime polynomials. h

As mentioned earlier, the singularity confinement turns out to be closely related to the exis-
tence of a first integral. This relationship will be explored in the next section.

Definition: A first integral of xn115f(xn) is an analytic function I:U,Cp→C where U is a
dense subset ofCp such that

~a! i(]I /]x1 , ]I /]x2 ,...,]I /]xp)iÞ0 almost everywhere in U, and
~b! I (f(x))5I (x).

A first integral can exist in several forms.
Definition: A first integral I ofxn115f(xn) is polynomial ~resp.rational ! if the function I(x)

is a polynomial (resp. rational) function ofxPCp. A complex-valued function f(x) is algebraic
over C if there exist s.0 and q0 , . . . ,qs rational in x such that

q01q1f 1¯1qsf
s50. ~2.32!

If s is the smallest positive integer such that (2.32) holds, the relation (2.32) is referred to as the
minimal polynomial of f. A first integral I isalgebraic if the function I(x) is algebraic.

Many notions of integrability are used in the literature. In this article, we focus on algebraic
integrability. We are interested in determining precisely ‘‘how many’’ algebraic first integrals a
given discrete system must admit to be algebraically integrable. For instance, suppose that the
algebraic functionsA1(x),A2(x),...,Ar(x) defined onCp are all first integrals for a given system
andF(z1 ,z2 ,...,zr) is algebraic onCr . Then, it is clear thatA(x)5F(A1(x),A2(x),...,Ar(x)) is
also a first integral. However, this new first integral adds no knowledge to the given problem since
it depends on the other first integrals.

Definition: Let A1(x),A2(x),...,Ar(x) be smooth complex-valued functions defined on a do-
main D,Cp. Then

~a! A1 ,A2 ,...,Ar are functionally dependent if, for eachxPD, there is a neighborhood U of
x and a smooth complex-valued function F(z1 ,z2 ,...,zr) not identically zero on any subset
of Cp such that

F~A1~x!,A2~x!,...,Ar~x!!50. ~2.33!
~b! A1 ,A2 ,...,Ar are functionally independent if they are not functionally dependent when

restricted to any open subset of D.

A simple way to determine if a set of functions is functionally independent is given by the
following theorem~see, for example, Ref. 24!.

Theorem: Let A5(A1 ,A2 ,...,Ar) be a smooth function from a domain D#Cp to Cr . Then,
A1(x),A2(x),...,Ar(x) are functionally dependent if and only if DA(x* ) has rank strictly less
than r for all x* PD.

We introduce the notion of integrability considered in this article.
Definition: The discrete dynamical systemxn115f(xn) is said to bealgebraically integrable

if it admits (p21) algebraic functionally independent first integrals.
The following theorem is a direct extension of Brun’s9,23 theorem to discrete systems and is

useful to extend the results we obtain for rational to algebraic first integrals.
Theorem: If a discrete dynamical system ofxn115f(xn) has k functionally independent

algebraic first integrals, then it has k functionally independent rational first integrals.
Proof: Let I be an algebraic first integral and let
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P~ I !5q01q1I 1¯1qs21I s211I s ~2.34!

be its minimal polynomial, whereqi is a rational function ofx. SinceI depends nontrivially onx,
there existsi such thatqi is a nonconstant rational function ofx. SinceI (f(x))5I (x), we have

q0~ f~x!!2q0~x!1~q1~ f~x!!2q1~x!!I ~x!1¯1~qs21~ f~x!!2qs21~x!!I s21~x!50.
~2.35!

SinceP is minimal, we haveqi(f(x)))5qi(x) and eachqi is a first integral. Now, letI 8 be another
independent first integral whose minimal polynomial is

P~ I 8!5q081q18I 81¯1qs821
8 I 8s8211I 8s8. ~2.36!

The independence between the two first integrals implies that there existi ,s,i 8,s8 such that
qi ,qi8 are two independent nonconstant rational first integrals. By induction, one can buildk
independent rational first integrals. h

Therefore, algebraic integrability implies rational integrability and it is sufficient to consider
discrete dynamical systems of the form~2.21! which admit (p21) functionally independent
rational first integralsRi(x)5Pi(x)/Qi(x) where i 51,2,. . . ,p21 andPi and Qi are relatively
prime polynomials. LetLi ,c be the level set of the first integralRi corresponding to the valuec
PC. Sincef is continuous, it leaves invariant the closure of the level set given by

L̄ i ,c5$xPCpuPi~x!2c Qi~x!50%. ~2.37!

III. THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL CASE

In this section we study the local implications of algebraic integrability on the confinement of
singularities for two-dimensional discrete dynamical systems. We consider a discrete dynamical
systems of the form~2.21! which is algebraically integrable, that is, it possesses a nontrivial
rational first integralR(x)5P(x)/Q(x) whereP andQ are some polynomials overC2. Let Lc be
the level set ofR corresponding to the valuecPC.

We first focus our attention on singularities of the first type. The singular set of first typeSI(f)
is an algebraic variety since it is defined as the set of zeros of polynomials. We consider its
irreducible decomposition is

SI~ f!5 ø
i 51

d

SI
( i )~ f!, ~3.1!

where each irreducible componentSI
( i )(f) is defined as the zero set of an irreducible polynomial on

C2.
In example~2.18!, we showed that the existence of a rational first integral does not ensure that

all singularities are confined. However, in this case it is not possible to ‘‘enter’’ the singularity,
meaning that it does not have a unique preimage under the mapping. Moreover, we know that
confinement is a generic property, that is, it is only concerned with dense subsets of irreducible
components ofSI . For instance, in example~2.15! all singularities of type I of the form (b,y0)
confine in three steps except a particular singularity defined byy05b/(b221). The next theorem
relates the confinement of singularities to the existence of a rational first integral.

Theorem 3.1:Consider a two-dimensional birational mappingxn115f(xn) and assume it has
a rational first integral R(x)5P(x)/Q(x). Then, for each irreducible component SI

( j )(f), we have
either
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~a! there exists kjPN.0 such that
lim

x→x*
fkj~x! ~3.2!

exists for almost allx* PSI
( j )(f), or

~b! there exists ljPN.0 such that SI
( j )(f) lies inside the singular set of the birational mapping

definingf2 l j .

Proof: Without loss of generality, takej 51. Consider two cases:
~1! SI

(1)(f)úL̄c for all cPC.
Let x* PSI

(1)(f) such that limx→x* i f i(x)i exists or is infinity~as opposed to undefined! for
i 51,2. Suppose thatx* PL̄c* for only onec* PC and that there is a neighborhood ofx* on L̄c*
whose only intersection with any of the singular sets associated with the mappingsf i , i
51,2,...,q11, (q is defined below! is x* itself. The set of points satisfying the above properties
is dense inSI

(1)(f). Let pi(e), i 51,2,..,q, be the paths inC2 such that
( i ) pi(e)PL̄c* for e small enough, that is,

P~pi~e!!2c* Q~pi~e!!50; and ~3.3!

( i i ) ipi(e)i→` ase→0 and at least one of the components ofpi(e) is of the form 1/e.

Note that the number of pathsq can depend on the complex numberc* but the values it can
take for differentc* can be bounded above by a number depending only on the degrees ofP and
Q.

Now, consider another pathx(s)PL̄c* ;s such that

lim
s→0

x~s!5x* . ~3.4!

Since there is a neighborhood ofx* on L̄c* whose only intersection withS(f) is x* , f(x(s)) is
well-defined fors nonzero and small enough. Moreover, sincef preservesL̄c* , f~x~s!! also lies in
L̄c* , and

lim
s→0

i f~x~s!!i5`. ~3.5!

Therefore, there exists a change of variables5s(e) of order O(es) for somes.0, so that
f(x(s)) is one of the pathspi defined above:

f~x~s~e!!!5pi~e!, ~3.6!

for some 1< i<q. Our claim is that there existsm with m<q11 such that the limit ass→0 of
fm(x(s)) exists and is finite. Suppose, by contradiction, that the iteratesfk(x(s)), k
51,2,3,...,q11, are all divergent ats50. Each iteratefk(x(s)) is associated with a unique path
pi k

(e). This implies that thekth preimage ofpi k
(e) is finite in the limit e→0 and no other

f l(x(s)) for 1<k, l<q11 corresponds to the samepi k
(e). Hence the relation between theq

11 iterates that are divergent ats50 and the pathspi(e) is injective. This is a contradiction since
there are onlyq pathspi(e).

~2! There existscPC such thatSI
(1)(f),L̄c . Let

L̄c5 ø
i 51

r

L̄c
( i ) ~3.7!

be the irreducible decomposition ofL̄c for anycPC. If SI
(1)(f) lies inside the singular set off21,

then the theorem is proved. Otherwise, letkPN.0 be such thatSI
(1)(f) does not lie in a singular

set associated with the mappingsf2m, m51,2,...,k. Then,
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f2m~SI
(1)~ f!!5 ø

i PBm

L̄c
( i ) , 1< l<k, ~3.8!

where eachBm is a subset of$1,2,...,r %. Thek sets in~3.8! are distinct, otherwise, by contradic-
tion, there existm1 ,m2PN.0 such that

f2m1~SI
(1)~ f!!5f2m2~SI

(1)~ f!!, 1<m1,m2<k. ~3.9!

This implies that

SI
(1)~ f!5f21~ f(m12m211)~SI

(1)~ f!!!, ~3.10!

which is a contradiction sincef is undefined almost everywhere onSI
(1)(f). Hence thek sets in

~3.8! are distinct. However, there are only finitely many possibilities for the setsBm in ~3.8!.
HenceSI

(1)(f) must lie inside the singular set off2 l 1 for somel 1 . h

Notice that condition~3.2! does not imply that the singularity is confined since the condition
that the Jacobian be nonzero must be satisfied. In order to solve this problem, singularities of type
II have to be considered. The singular set of second type is not, in general, an algebraic variety but
its closure,

SII ~ f!5$x* PCpunum~det~Df~x* !!!50%, ~3.11!

is. Hence, it is possible to introduce the irreducible decomposition

SII ~ f!5 ø
i 51

s

SII
( i )~ f !̄, ~3.12!

where eachSII
( i )(f) is a subset ofSII (f). It is now possible to state the general theorem for

singularities of second type.
Theorem 3.2:Consider a two-dimensional birational mappingxn115f(xn) and assume it has

a rational first integral R(x)5P(x)/Q(x). Then, for each irreducible componentSII
( j )(f), we have

either

(a) there exists kjPN.0 such that

lim
x→x*

det~Dfkj~x!! ~3.13!

exists and is nonzero for almost allxPSII
( j )(f), or

(b) there exists ljPN.0 such that SII
( j )(f) lies inside the singular set off2 l j .

Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1. Again, without loss of generality, we
take j 51 and consider two cases.

~1! SII
(1)(f)úL̄c for all cPC.

The image ofSII
(1)(f) under the mappingf is a finite subset ofC2, thanks to Lemma 2.1.

Moreover,SII
(1)(f) is not contained inside any level set. For any point in the image ofSII

(1)(f) it is
therefore possible to choose two distinct preimages inSII

(1)(f) which lie in two different level sets.
Sincef preservesL̄c , every point in the image ofSII

(1)(f) must lie in the set

ù
cPC

L̄c5$xPC2uP~x!5Q~x!50%. ~3.14!

The elements of this finite set are denotedsi , i 51,2,...,m. Note that in the case of a polynomial
first integral,Q(x)51 and this set is empty.
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Now, choosex* PSII
(1)(f) such thatx* PL̄c* for only onec* PC and there is a neighborhood

of x* on L̄c* whose only intersection with any of the singular sets associated with the mappings
f i , i 51,2,...,q1r 11, (q and r are defined below! is x* itself. The set of points satisfying the
above properties is dense inSII

(1)(f). Consider theq pathspi(e) described in the proof of Theorem
3.1. Consider also ther pathswi(e), i 51,2,...,r , in C2 satisfying

~i! wi(e)PL̄c* for e small enough.
~ii ! wi(e)→sj i

ase→0 and one of the components (k51 or 2! of wi(e) is of the form (sj i
)k

1e for some 1< j i<m.

Now, consider another pathx(s)PL̄c* such that

lim
s→0

x~s!5x* . ~3.15!

Since there is a neighborhood ofx* on L̄c* whose only intersection withS(f) is x* , f(x(s)) is
well-defined fors nonzero and small enough. Moreover, sincef preservesL̄c* , f(x(s))PL̄c* ,
and

lim
s→0

f~x~s!!5si ~3.16!

for somei such that 1< i<r . Following the proof of Theorem 3.1,f(x(s)) can be associated with
a pathwj (e) ~whose limit ass→0 is si). Suppose by contradiction that thed1r 11 iterates
fk(x(s)), k51,2,...,d1r 11, are either divergent ats50 or have a limits→0 equal to one of
the si . Each iteratefk is associated with a pathpi k

(e) or wi k
(e). This implies that the uniquekth

preimage ofpi k
(e) or wi k

(e) must converge tox* ase→0. The preimage is unique because there

is a neighborhood ofx* on L̄c* whose only intersection with any of the singular sets associated
with the mappingsf i , i 51,2,...,q1r 11, (q andr are defined below! is x* itself. Sincex* is not
one of thesi , there cannot be two iteratesfk1(x(s)) and fk2(x(s)), k1 ,k2<q1r 11, associated
with the same path. Since there are onlyq1r 11 pathspi(e) andwi(e), there exists ak<q1r
11 such that the limits→0 of thekth iterate ofx~s! must be finite and not equal to onesi as
s→0. Therefore, the limits→0 of the Jacobian offk1 evaluated atx~s! must be a finite nonva-
nishing number. This ends the proof in the first case.

~2! There existscPC such thatSI
(1)(f),L̄c . The argument leading to the conclusion that

SII
( j )(f) lies inside the singular set off2 l 1 for somel 1 is identical to the second case considered in

the proof of the preceding theorem. h

With Theorem 3.2, it is now easy to see that singularities of type I satisfying the condition
~3.2! are confined. Indeed, supposekj is the number considered in the first part of Theorem 3.1. If
the Jacobian offkj is zero almost everywhere onSI

( j )(f), thenSI
( j )(f) becomes a subset ofSII (f

kj).
According to the proof of Theorem 3.1 we know thatSI

( j )(f)úL̄c for all cPC. Thus, as a conse-
quence of Theorem 3.2, the singularities inSI

( j )(f) must be confined. We can state a general
theorem including both types of singularities. To do so, we introduce the irreducible decomposi-
tion associated withS(f)

S~ f!5 ø
i 51

d1s

S( i )~ f!, ~3.17!

whered ands are defined in~3.1! and ~3.12!.
Theorem 3.3:Consider a two-dimensional birational mappingxn115f(xn) and assume it has

a rational first integral R(x)5P(x)/Q(x). Let S(f) be its singular set with irreducible compo-
nents S( j )(f). Then, for each j, either
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~a! almost all singularities of S( j )(f) are confined in the same number of steps, or
~b! there exists ljPN.0 such that S( j )(f) lies inside the singular set off2 l j .

IV. ARBITRARY DIMENSIONS

In this section, we extend the results of the previous section to birational mappings of arbitrary
dimensionp. The mappings are assumed to be algebraically integrable, that is, they admit (p
21) functionally independent first integralsRi(x)5Pi(x)/Qi(x), i 51,2,...,p21. Then, the clo-
sure of the level sets associated withcPCp21 is given by

L̄c5$xPCpuPi~x!2ci Qi~x!50, for 1< i<p21%5 ù
i 51

p21

L̄ i ,ci
, ~4.1!

with L̄ i ,ci
defined in~2.37!. A set of constantscPCp21 is said to beregular for the first integrals

R5(R1 ,R2 ,...,Rp21) if DR~x! has rank equal to (p21) almost everywhere onR21(c). The set
L̄c is then an algebraic variety of codimension (p21).

Our main Theorems 3.1–3.3 can be readily generalized to arbitrary dimensions and we only
give here an outline of the proofs.

Theorem 4.1: Consider a p-dimensional birational mappingxn115f(xn) and assume it is
algebraically integrable with first integrals Ri(x)5Pi(x)/Qi(x), i 51,2,...,p21. Then for each
irreducible component SI

( j )(f), we have either

(a) there exists kjPN.0 such that

lim
x→x*

fkj~x! ~4.2!

exists for almost allxPSI
( j )(f), or

(b) there exists ljPN.0 such that SI
( j )(f) lies inside the singular set of the birational mapping

definingf2 l j .

Proof: Without loss of generality, takej 51. Consider two cases:
~1! SI

(1)(f)úL̄ i ,c for all cPC and 1< i<p21.
Let x* PSI

(1)(f) such that limx→x* i f i(x)i exists or is infinite~as opposed to undefined! for i

51,...,p. Suppose thatx* PL̄c* for only one c* PCp21 which is regular and that there is a
neighborhood ofx* on L̄c* whose only intersection with the singular sets associated with the
mappingsf i , i 51,2,...,q11, (q is defined below! is x* itself. The set of points satisfying the
above properties is dense inSI

(1)(f). Let q be the number of pathspi(e), i 51,2,..,q, in Cp such
that

~i! pi(e)PL̄c* for e small enough. That is,

Pk~pi~e!!2ck* Qk~pi~e!!50, k51,2,...,p21. ~4.3!

~ii ! ipi(e)i→` ase→0 and at least one of the components ofpi(e) is of the form 1/e.

Using the fact thatL̄c* is of codimensionp21, the rest of the proof follows exactly the
similar case in the proof of Theorem 3.1.

~2! There existscPC and i, 1< i<p21, such thatSI
(1)(f),L̄ i ,c . This part of the proof is

identical to the corresponding part in the proof of Theorem 3.1 except thatL̄ i ,c is considered
instead ofL̄c . h
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Theorem 4.2: Consider a p-dimensional birational mappingxn115f(xn) and assume it is
algebraically integrable with rational first integrals Ri(x)5Pi(x)/Qi(x), i 51,2,...,p21. Then,
for each irreducible componentSII

( j )(f), we have either

(a) there exists kjPN.0 such that

lim
x→x*

det~Dfkj~x!! ~4.4!

exists and is nonzero for almost allxPSII
( j )(f), or

(b) there exists ljPN.0 such that SII
( j )(f) lies inside the singular set off2 l j .

Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2 and the only difference comes in the
first case, whenSII

(1)(f)úL̄ i ,c for all cPC and 1< i<p21. Following the proof of Theorem 3.2,
for any point in the image ofSII

(1)(f) it is possible to choose two distinct preimages inSII
(1)(f)

which lie in two different level sets. Indeed, from Lemma 2.1, the image ofSII
(1)(f) under the

mappingf lies in a subset of codimension 2 insideCp. Sincef preservesL̄ i ,c , the points in the
image ofSII

(1)(f) must lie in the set

ù
cPC,i<p21

L̄ i ,c5$xPC2uPi~x!5Qi~x!50%. ~4.5!

Since the first integrals are functionally independent, the set defined above is finite. The rest of the
proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2 except that one should specify thatc* has to be
regular. h

Theorem 4.3: Consider a p-dimensional birational mappingxn115f(xn) and assume it is
algebraically integrable. Let S(f) be its singular set with irreducible components S( j )(f). Then, for
each j, either

~a! almost all singularities of S( j )(f) are confined in the same number of steps, or
~b! there exists ljPN.0 such that S( j )(f) lies inside the singular set off2 l j .

V. COROLLARIES AND APPLICATIONS

In the previous two sections, the existence of first integrals was assumed to obtain local
information on the confinement property. Here, the information given by the singularity confine-
ment property is used to obtain global information on the discrete dynamical systems such as the
nonexistence of algebraic first integral and the degree of possible rational first integrals. The
results of this section can be considered as a discrete analog of Yoshida’s theorem9,32,33which, for
ODEs, relates the Kovalevskaya exponents given by the Painleve´ test to the degree of a rational
first integral. The first corollary is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.3.

Corollary 5.1: Consider a p-dimensional birational mappingxn115f(xn) with a nonempty
singular set S(f). If there exists an irreducible components S( j )(f) in which almost all singularities
are not confining and such that S( j )(f)úS(f2k) for any positive k, then the system is not alge-
braically integrable.

As an example of this corollary, we show that system~2.11!, defined by

f~x,y!5S 2x2y1a1
b

x3

x
D , ~5.1!

is not algebraically integrable. Recall that singularities of the form (0,y) are nonconfining. In
order to use Corollary 5.1 and prove that this mapping does not admit an algebraic first integral,
one must show that points of the form (0,y) are not generically in the singular set off2 l for some
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l .0. The singular set off21 consists of points of the form (x,0). Thus, we must prove that generic
iterates of (0,y) underf21 do not belong to the set of points of the form (x,0). The inverse of the
mapping~5.1! is given by

f21~x,y!5S y

2x2y1a1
b

y3
D . ~5.2!

This mapping can be obtained fromf of ~5.1! by interchangingx andy. Therefore, we can follow
the analysis performed in~2.12! to perform a Laurent expansion iny to show that

f22~x0 ,y0!5S b/y0
31~a2x0!2y01O~y0

5!

2b/y0
31x01O~y0

5! D . ~5.3!

Moreover, we have

f23S nb/y0
31~a2x0!2y01O~y0

5!

2nb/y0
31x01O~y0

5! D 5S ~n11!b/y0
31~a2x0!2y01O~y0

5!

2~n11!b/y0
31x01O~y0

5! D , ~5.4!

wheren is any positive integer. Hence, points of the form (0,y) are not generically sent to points
of the form (x,0) by applications off21 and, from Corollary 5.1, system~2.11! does not admit an
algebraic first integral.

In general, algebraic integrability restricts the possiblelocal behavior of singularities. Theo-
rem 4.3 gives two possible local behaviors but, in each case, the singularity can have several
different global behaviors. Consider an irreducible component of the singular setS(1)(f). In the
proofs of Theorems 3.3 and 4.3, we considered two cases:S(1)(f)úL̄c and S(1)(f),L̄c . When
S(1)(f)úL̄c the singularities ofSI

(1)(f) are generically confined. In this case, two different types of
global behavior can be expected. First, after meeting a finite number singularities, the mapping
generically never meets other singularities~note that this must also be true in the backward
direction, that is forf21). We will refer to such a behavior asglobal confinement. Second, the
singularities may be confined but not globally. Because, for each dynamical system of the form
~2.21!, there are only finitely many irreducible parts toS(f), the mapping must, at one point, come
back to the initial singularity and takeSI

(1)(f) into itself. We say that such singularities are
periodic. We now define formally these two types of global behavior and illustrate them.

Definition: A singularityx* PCp for a birational mappingxn115f(xn) is said to beglobally
confined if there exist k8,k9PN.0 such thatx* ¹S(fk) for any k.k8 and x* ¹S(f2k) for any
k.k9.

An example of such a behavior is given by system~2.2!. For this system, points of the form
(x,0) are not sent to points of the form (0,y) through successive applications off. To prove this,
let (xn ,yn) be thenth iterate of (x,0). If n54k, an expansion off4(x,0) reveals that (x4k ,y4k)
5(kx1O(x2),(2k11)x1O(x2)), k51,2,.... This fact also implies thatx4k1352kx1O(x2)
and we conclude thatx4k13 and x4k are neither infinite nor vanishing. By contradiction assume
that there existsn such that (xn ,yn)5(0,y). Therefore, eithern54k11 or n54k12. However,
from Eq. ~2.4! we know thatxn12 is infinite which is a contradiction. We conclude that no iterate
of (x,0) falls onto a point of the form (0,y) and singularities of the form (0,y) are globally
confined.

Definition: Consider the singular set of a birational mappingxn115f(xn) and one of its
irreducible component S( j )(f). If there is a kPN.0 such that fk(S( j )(f))5S( j )(f), then the
elements of S( j )(f) are said to beperiodic singularities of period k.

An example of such a behavior is given by a particular case of the Gambier system13,14
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S xn11

yn11
D5f~xn ,yn!5S ~yn1~1/a2a21!!xn2a11

xn1yn

121/yn

D , ~5.5!

wherea is a nonzero complex constant. The system~5.5! admits a singularity of type II at any
point of the form (x,a). Then the first iterate of a point of this form is given by (1/a21,1
21/a). But the Jacobians off2 andf3 at (x,a) are nonzero and the singularity is confined. It is not
globally confined sincef4(x,a)5f(x,a)5(1/a21,121/a) and the singularity is periodic. The
system admits the following first integral:

I ~x,y!5
y323y11

y~y21!
. ~5.6!

Now, consider the second case considered in the proofs of Theorems 3.3 and 4.3:S(1)(f),L̄ i ,c

for somec. If the singularities ofS(1)(f) are generically confined ink steps, thenfk(S(1)(f)) has to
be a set of the form of the RHS of~3.8!. Since there are only finitely many of those, the
singularities cannot be globally confined. So, either they are periodic, orS(1)(f) lies inside the
singular set offk for all k greater than a certaink8. It must also be true in the backward direction
and if the singularities are not periodicS(1)(f) lies inside the singular set off2k for all k greater
than a certaink9. We will refer to these singularities asubiquitous singularities. An example of
such a behavior is given by the singularities of Eq.~2.18! of the form (x,0). These singularities are
not confined but they are in the singular set off2 l for any l .0 and, therefore, these singularities
are ubiquitous. Note that singularities of the form (0,y) are also ubiquitous.

Definition: A singularityx* PCp of a birational mapping is said to beubiquitous if there exist
a k8PN.0 such thatx* PS(fk) for any k.k8 and a k9PN.0 such thatx* PS(f2k) for any k
.k9.

Given a discrete dynamical system of the form~2.21! and an irreducible componentS( j )(f) of
the singular set, one would like to be able to obtain information on the first integrals. The only way
one can know if a given irreducible component of the singular set lies inside a level set is by
studying the global behavior of the singularity. If the singularity is globally confined, thenS( j )(f)
does not lie inside a level set, but if it is ubiquitous, then it does. If the singularities are periodic,
no conclusion can be reached.

Information on first integrals can be obtained by studying singularities of type I. Consider the
pathspi defined in the two-dimensional case in the proof of Theorem 3.1. The number of these
paths is bounded above by the maximum of the degrees ofP and Q. Moreover, for each
SI

( j )(f)úL̄c for all c, considerkj8 , the lowest valuekj can take. Thenkj821 is the number of
different pathspi realized by iterating a point close to the singularity under the mapping. Hence,
the following corollary holds.

Corollary 5.2: Consider a two-dimensional birational mapping with rational first integral R
5P/Q. Consider also the irreducible components of the singular set of the first type SI

( j )(f) for
which the singularities are globally confined. Then the maximum of the degrees of P and Q is
bounded below by the number

(
j

~kj821!, ~5.7!

where kj8 is given by the lowest value kj of Theorem 3.1.
In example~2.2!, the singular set has a unique component in which singularities are globally

confined withk54 and the degree of the first integral is exactlyk2153. Note, however, that the
corollary only provides a lower bound as shown in the following example,
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S xn11

yn11
D5f~xn ,yn!5S 2yn1xn1

a

xn

xn

D , ~5.8!

wherea is a nonvanishing complex number. Here again, one can check that singularities of the
form (0,y) are confined in four steps and since confinement is global, the lower bound for the
numerator and denominator of a first integral is 3. However, the rational first integralI 5P/Q with
lowest degree possible onP andQ is given by

I 5~xn2yn!2~xnyn2a!2, ~5.9!

which is of degree 6, not 3~note, however, the rather degenerate nature of the first integral!.
Next, we turn our attention to singularities of type II in the case whenSII

( j )(f)úL̄ i ,c for all c
and alli. From the proof of Theorems 3.2 and 4.2, one sees that, as long as the singularities are not
confined, the iterates ofSII

( j )(f)úL̄c must be roots of bothPi andQi for all rational first integrals
Pi /Qi . Therefore, we have the following corollary.

Corollary 5.3: Consider an algebraically integrable p-dimensional birational mapping with
the rational first integral R5P/Q. Consider also an irreducible component of the singular set of
the second type SII

( j )(f) whose singularities are globally confined. Let kj be the corresponding
confinement number. Then the finite elements of the set

ø
i 51

kj 21

f i~SI
( j )~ f!!

are roots of both P and Q.
This corollary is best illustrated in example~2.15! where (0,a) and (1/a,0) are roots of both

the numerator and denominator of the rational function~2.17!.
The previous corollary has an immediate consequence for the existence of polynomial first

integrals.
Corollary 5.4: Consider an algebraically integrable p-dimensional birational mapping. If this

system admits singularities of the second type which are globally confined, then there is no
polynomial first integral.

The last result concerns the case when the irreducible component of the singular set lies inside
the closure of a level set of the first integral. In Secs. III and IV, it was found that iffk ~for k
PN) is well-defined onS( j )(f) and its Jacobian is nonzero, thenfk(S( j )(f)) must be a set of the
form of the RHS of~3.8!, hence it lies on a level set. This is stated in the following corollary.

Corollary 5.5: Consider a p-dimensional birational mappingxn115f(xn) together with an
irreducible component of the singular set S( j )(f) for which the singularities are ubiquitous. Iffk is
well-defined almost everywhere on S( j )(f) and its Jacobian is nonzero, thenfk(S( j )(f)) lies inside
the closure of a level set of the first integrals.

Note that the casek50 should also be included meaning thatS( j )(f) itself lies inside the
closure of a level set of the first integrals.

This corollary can be applied to example~2.18!. Since the two sets of singularities ((x,0) and
(0,y)) are ubiquitous, they are level sets of the first integral~2.19!.

As a final example, consider the system

S xn11

yn11
D5f~xn ,yn!5S 2yn1xn1

a

xn
2

xn

D , ~5.10!

where a is a nonzero complex number. This example was first used in Ref. 17 to show that
singularity confinement is not sufficient for integrability. Following example~2.2!, it is easy to
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show that singularities of the form (0,y) are generically globally confined. However, numerical
analysis performed on this system strongly suggests that it exhibits chaotic behavior.17

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we defined different types of singularities and their confinement property for
autonomous discrete birational dynamical systems. The theory of singularity confinement was
developed more than 10 years ago11,12,27and different types of singularities have been implicitly
used. Here, in order to relate algebraic integrability to singularity confinement we have found
necessary to give a formal definition of different singularities and their confinement property.

In Secs. III and IV, we showed that algebraic integrability for birational mappings implies that
singularities are either locally confined or some preimages are not well-defined.

In Sec. V, we studied global properties of birational mappings and showed that there are three
types of behavior for singularities compatible with algebraic integrability. Namely, singularities
are either globally confined, periodic, or ubiquitous. Remarkably, in the seminal papers describing
singularity confinement, similar behaviors were found heuristically to be compatible with
integrability.11–13,15,27,28However, the classical approach relies mostly on a local analysis of the
singularities. An important aspect of the results shown in this article is that global properties have
to be satisfied for a system to be algebraically integrable. To unify these different concepts, we
define the confinement property for a discrete system in the following way:

Definition: A birational mapping is said to have theconfinement property if its singularities
are, generically, globally confined, periodic, or ubiquitous.

Then the most important result of this article can be rephrased as follows.
Theorem: An algebraically integrable birational mapping has the confinement property.
In particular, this result shows that every mapping in the QRT-family15,26has the confinement

property both in the symmetric and asymmetric cases. This fact also holds for the recently dis-
covered class of integrable birational discrete systems discovered in Ref. 22. Moreover, from
examples such as system~5.10!, we have strong numerical evidence that the confinement property
is necessary but not sufficient for algebraic integrability.

In this article, we also found sufficient conditions for nonintegrability. Essentially, if singu-
larities are confined in one direction and not in the other, the system cannot be algebraically
integrable.

Finally, the remaining corollaries of Sec. V provide information on the existence and degree of
rational first integrals directly from the singularity confinement procedure.

All the examples of integrable discrete systems considered in this article have a first integral
of genus 0 or 1. It is not possible to find a birational mapping of infinite order preserving an
algebraic curve of genus 2 or higher. The argument proving this fact is due to Veselov~Ref. 31, p.
35!. It makes use of the Hurwitz theorem which tells us that the automorphic group of an algebraic
curve of genus 2 or higher is finite.

Another important question concerns the relation between the confinement property and other
types of integrability for discrete dynamical systems~see, for example, Refs. 2, 4, 5, 17, and 30!.
In particular, in a work by Bellon,3 the proof that two-dimensional birational mappings admitting
a first integral satisfy thealgebraic entropy4,17 integrability condition is given.

Since the only mappings studied here were birational, we could have made use of the projec-
tive space in which the point at infinity plays no particular role. Hence only singularities of type
II should be studied. However, the ideas presented in this article could not be extended for the case
of nonautonomous or discrete dynamical systems that are not birational. For instance, the inte-
grable nonrational mapping derived in Refs. 18–20 could not be studied. It is therefore crucial to
give a definition of singularity confinement that can be applied to general discrete systems.
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